Evolutionary mechanisms underlying the functional divergence of duplicate genes involved in vertebrates' circadian rhythm pathway.
Circadian rhythms, that are governed physiologically and behaviorally by endogenous clock, have been described in many species. Living organisms use this endogenous circadian clock to anticipate environmental transitions, perform activities at biologically advantageous times during the day, and undergo characteristic seasonal responses. Gene duplication is one of the most important mechanisms in the evolution of gene diversity. After duplication, one or both of duplicates can accumulate amino acid changes, thereby promoting functional divergence through the action of natural selection. The circadian system, like many other multigene families, has undergone this genetic revolution, and so circadian genes that are found in single copies in insects are duplicated in vertebrates. We analyzed six groups of genes involved in vertebrates' circadian rhythm pathway to find signatures of molecular evolutionary processes such as gene duplication, natural selection, recombination, and functional divergence. The obtained results, then, were used to determine what evolutionary forces have influenced the fates of duplicated genes of each group. We showed in this research that recombination has not been widespread during the evolution of circadian genes and that purifying selection has been the prominent natural pressure operating on circadian genes. We also showed that the evolution of circadian genes has been depended on gene duplication and functional divergence. Finally, we put forward models best describing the evolutionary fates of circadian duplicates.